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Introduction
“What’s the next big thing in affiliate marketing?”
It’s a question that anyone working for an affiliate network will tell you they get asked on an almost
daily basis.
As we approach the end of 2014 so attention turns to planning for the coming year. As part of these
preparations marketers invariably want to assess any current or future trends that could have an
impact on their affiliate campaigns.
There is always a desire amongst affiliate practitioners to uncover a brand new, game-changing
publisher or ground-breaking innovation. Typically in an evolving digital landscape these phenomena
are few and far between, with trends being marked by gradual iteration or the evolution of fledgling
concepts.
With that in mind the following list tries to draw on the continuity of the industry, marking out
developments that we believe may alter perceptions, and therefore approach, or build upon the
knowledge of certain quarters of the affiliate eco-system, growing the overall scope and reach. We
also make some more radical predictions and focus on potentially game changing developments that
could significantly disrupt the industry.
The list is by no means comprehensive. We have considered certain, obvious themes and chosen to
omit or only make limited reference to them. For example, whilst attribution remains a salient topic
that many marketers struggle with, it’s not an affiliate specific topic and Affiliate Window has made
its feelings clear in editorial and opinion pieces over the years that no advertiser should be looking to
apply crude attribution models within the channel.
That’s not to say we won’t cover some of the associated themes as invariably many of the subjects
covered naturally evolve from or are impacted by each other. Rather we will try and look at them
through a different lens or take a less obvious approach in our analysis.
The list has been drawn up in no particular order of importance or scale, the topics merely reflect the
Strategy Team’s experiences, client conversations, wider digital trends and colleagues’ comments.
We want this whitepaper to stimulate debate as well as draw upon expert opinion from across the
affiliate spectrum, so as well as input from Affiliate Window you’ll also find commentary from some
of the companies we work with. We hope you enjoy it.
If you would like to find out more about some of the work mentioned in this whitepaper don’t hesitate
to get in touch with The Strategy Team. We also publish a monthly newsletter that includes editorial
features, mobile, compliance and sector updates as well as general industry developments throughout
the year. You can sign up for the newsletter here.
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1. Making life easier for affiliates
Affiliate marketing is a simple concept but all of us who work in the industry are guilty of over
complicating the basic premise: obfuscating with acronyms, building unintuitive interfaces and
failing to adequately disclose programme information in an easily accessible way.
We assume affiliates are savvy enough to navigate the maze in order to simply pick up links in order
to generate sales for us. Many are but we also need to recognise that we often operate from a
perspective of received wisdom.
Making life easier for affiliates shouldn’t be a difficult concept for anyone to grasp and should be
front of mind of any network, agency or third party tracking solution, but as we approach 2015
affiliates still struggle with performing what should be simple tasks.
2015 has to be a wakeup call for established networks to ensure affiliate marketing is so simple that
there are no barriers for any affiliates looking to get their foot on the ladder. Let’s face it, some
interfaces out there wouldn’t pass the first stage of any usability testing.
Networks are under increasing pressure to find and cultivate as many longtail affiliates as possible.
This is labour intensive and expensive, especially in a climate of shrinking margins and
fragmentation. Therefore it is logical that those same networks would want to attract affiliates by
reducing any obstructions.
Making life easier for affiliates isn’t a new concept for us. We initiated it as a central plank of our
company approach in 2013 and ensure it is front of mind when we iterate existing technology or
build new tools. I’m certain it will continue to be so into 2015.
This year we launched Convert-a-link, a plug in that allows affiliates to auto-populate content on
their pages with affiliate links. It’s a plug and play solution and is designed to enable the blogging
community to easily become affiliates without fiddly maintenance of their sites. Similarly MyAW is a
browser plug-in that allows affiliates to completely bypass the interface if they choose to.
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In 2015 affiliate marketing companies need to become better enablers, making it easy for longtail
affiliates to integrate not just links but video and other creative within their content. We’re not a
closed shop: plug and play reduces the perceived or actual problems associated with the integration
of affiliate links and therefore makes the conversation easier when talking to new affiliates.
Ultimately there is no need to be constantly navigating an affiliate interface: trackable affiliate links
should be able to be created by those who have very limited technical skills at the click of a button.
Logging in, searching for an advertiser and then attempting to create links is a painful barrier to
success.
Beyond this, there are huge swathes of latent affiliate traffic that remain un-optimised such as the
impressions that affiliate networks track. In the first half of 2014 Affiliate Window recorded several
billion impressions many of which were from banners placed (and potentially forgotten about) on
thousands of affiliate sites.
Automated solutions to optimise this traffic should produce uplifts and engagement (and therefore
sales). It makes sense to want to maximise what appears to be a largely ignored part of the affiliate
channel. Again, this is a longtail strategy.
A common theme that we believe feeds into other areas of the industry is the need to challenge
how we’ve done everything in the past. Some aspects of affiliate marketing haven’t changed in
almost two decades and in digital terms, that’s several lifetimes.
We need to start thinking beyond the narrow confines of a user interface and what it tells us it can
and can’t do. This extends not just to affiliate tools and technology but reporting and insight. The
lifeblood of our industry is a steady flow of new and innovative affiliate models to ensure the pool of
activity available to advertisers remains diverse and compelling. The numbers tell us affiliates are
still flocking to networks, the challenge of adapting to their needs will be critical in an ever crowded
marketplace offering alternative monetisation opportunities.
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2. The changing role of networks
The second half of 2014 has seen a frenzied period of mergers, acquisitions and consolidations
within the industry.
What will this mean in 2015? Some traditional affiliate networks appear to be re-inventing
themselves as a digital catch-all, something akin to an agency. Only recently we've seen Conversant
(Commission Junction) and Rakuten (Linkshare) both ditch their monikers and reposition themselves
as coalitions of broadly performance based activity.
This has meant they have broken out of the traditionally quite narrow remit of an affiliate network
which could mean they’re chasing the same business as companies they've previously worked with
in the affiliate arena. Additionally, Rakuten’s recent acquisition of the largest American cashback site
challenges our perceptions of a network’s role in today’s affiliate marketing climate.
What is interesting about these moves is whether it indicates a lack of confidence in the traditional
affiliate network model as we move into 2015. Are these companies who are extending their
services to Display and Search saying they are anticipating a dip, or at least a slowdown in the
revenue they will generate from them?
We hope not, the UK affiliate model remains robust and Affiliate Window continues to enjoy double
digit growth. We see a continued daily influx of new affiliates, and whilst the vast majority of these
will not grow to become sizeable, they indicate there is continued interest in the traditional CPA
model.
What will need to be considered is whether in offering additional services existing affiliate models
will be protected.
Take a remarketing solution being offered by the affiliate network directly for example (as opposed
to an affiliate offering it via that network). Due diligence should ensure that a respectful cookie
hierarchy is in place to guarantee that any affiliate driven clicks and impressions that fail to convert
are rewarded for the subsequent sale that an affiliate network may then retarget and close.
It's always been our opinion that this is a critical proviso of working with these companies: we get to
assimilate the technology within the current affiliate programme set up, offering advertisers
additional promotional routes to market, without harming the affiliate base.
Given the gradual erosion of affiliate commissions through tightened programme terms and
conditions and aggressive de-duplication policies, standard last click wins cookie rules seemed one
additional step too far. Let’s be more sophisticated, let’s protect existing affiliates but offer
advertisers new opportunities to run extra CPA activity via the channel.
The Affiliate Marketing Council recognised this in 2010 when it launched a document designed to
explain how a respectful remarketing/retargeting campaign should be incorporated within a broad
CPA set-up. These documents are currently being rewritten but treat the new versions when they
are released as definitive guides for 2015.
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What would be troubling is if any company offering a broad range of CPA opportunities, took the
attitude that actually it didn’t matter from an advertiser point of view whether the affiliate or search
or display campaign converted the sale because the company would still be credited for the
transaction in some way, shape or form.
Why this should be debated is because it asks questions of the value of various traffic sources and
whether we’re fairly treating traditional affiliates who are paid for conversions, not traffic (the ‘free’
element of affiliate marketing), versus those who are remarketing to a hot, pre-targeted lead. Is all
traffic created equal? This debate has yet to seriously materialise but could be a source of ongoing
scrutiny as advertisers look to the longtail to drive additional volume, the assumption being that
these are the affiliates who are most likely to have their traffic overwritten.
What next year could see is a clearer picture of how networks are evolving and the different paths
they choose to take. There seems to be a feeling that affiliate networks are at a crossroads and some
may choose to beef up a traditional offering alongside additional insight and strategic guidance
whilst others may evolve their product offering to compete with more established agencies.
With the growth of third party tracking platforms and an increasing fragmentation of the industry,
we face interesting times. Will this mean we lose the consensual and relatively solid approach of
cross network collaboration and what are the implications for applying an industry standard
approach to maintaining traffic quality or established working practices (such as in cookie
hierarchies)?
This is part of a much wider debate on industry standards that will be discussed later in this paper.

The agency voice
Duncan Popham, Founder, Total Digital
The relationship between networks, merchants and publishers has long been central to the UK
affiliate landscape with networks providing both technology and expertise to each side of the
market.
However, that core relationship is being challenged by an increasingly diverse range of suppliers
keen to enter the space. Merchants are keener than ever to utilise a third-party agency to provide
strategic support and/or fulfil the necessary administrative and tactical functions of affiliate
management. Coupled with the advent of “Software as service” network technology providers,
there is a very real danger that the traditional tri-partite relationship is starting to crumble.
From a purely financial perspective, it may well be valid for merchants to consider a software
driven approach, or to solely rely on the expertise of their agency, but it’s critical that each part of
the value chain continues to fully support the merchant’s objectives. A programme without input
from a network may struggle to stay on top of sector-specific trends, a programme managed by a
generalised agency may well find itself in conflict with other channels. Networks may be accused
(sometimes quite rightly), of taking their position for granted, but a fragmented marketplace may
find it harder to generate innovation, and even harder to ensure an ethical affiliate environment.
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3. Grabbing the overseas opportunity
UK retailers are experiencing huge demand for their products and services from overseas
consumers.
The fascinating OC&C study stated that UK retailers will see a sevenfold demand for their goods
between 2012 and 2020. It also concludes that we have the biggest online trade surplus of any
country in the world.
This has interesting ramifications for the affiliate industry. Many of these companies don’t have a
local presence and are increasingly relying on networks to reach out to affiliates who may not be
based in the UK but can tap into local traffic sources.
Assuming that traffic quality isn’t an issue, this represents a significant opportunity that brands and
SMEs can potentially exploit.
Affiliate Window, despite being a UK and US focused network, still attracts thousands of affiliate
applications from overseas. Charged with growing market share for certain clients we have been
able to tap into Japanese consumers who love buying from pure-play cycling retailers, to cosmetics
hungry Swedes looking to snap up hard to find beauty ranges from UK brands offering cheaper
prices and more compelling delivery options.
This seems a natural area to exploit in 2015. As Affiliate Window continues to strengthen its
relationship with zanox and maintains and collectively enjoys a dominant position across Europe
there are obvious opportunities.
Interestingly SMEs stand to
gain considerably from this
heightened interest in UK
brands. Given they’re more
likely to be focused on niche
products, the type of goods
less readily available outside
of the UK, it’s no wonder they
are performing proportionally
better than bigger brands.
Returning to a common theme
of this whitepaper,
underpinning a lot of the
potential success for the
affiliate channel will be unlocking data that helps identify affiliates as well as understand their value.
Knowing that consumers in Australia, for example, will spend considerably more than their British
counterparts requires us to appreciate why, and whether the range of products purchased alters
marketing plans aimed at affiliates driving these sales.
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4. Traffic quality and compliance challenges
Compliance, or network quality, is often overlooked by channel exponents. Maybe because it’s a
drier, more involved and often technical discipline that stretches our knowledge of nefarious web
tactics, or maybe because it’s easier not to address it, but there is an inherent risk in not tackling the
less palatable aspects of affiliate marketing.
2015 should see companies look to redouble their efforts in the network quality stakes. Some may
also be caught out by not recognising the ‘hidden’ benefits offered by traditional networks if they
choose to switch to in-housing. There is an inherent risk in not maintaining compliance ideals at a
time when affiliate marketing and its wider value is being scrutinised more than ever before.
We simply cannot afford standards to slip or greyer promotional tactics to gain a foothold in the UK
market. A cursory glance at the American equivalent of PerformanceIn, Abestweb, reinforces the
old, unwelcome Wild West stereotypes that we’ve worked so hard to shake.
There is clearly a difference between what a handful of affiliate marketers post on forums and what
is actually happening on an affiliate programme, but perceptions matter.
In 2015 we need to take a much more truthful, macro approach to the channel, acknowledging that
external regulators will seek to scrutinise burgeoning industries. More about the risks posed by
industry regulation later in this document.
It’s important to be clear that all digital marketing channels suffer from an element of spammy,
unethical, or in less frequent cases, illegal, traffic. In a sense the affiliate channel has had to work
harder to shake the negative connotations and it continues to do so, leading to a disproportionate
focus on compliance compared to other marketing disciplines, but this should be considered a
positive.
Compliance faces long established and new threats that will continue to challenge us. There are
common themes around paid search violations and adware that remain constant but it’s important
to reference some new phenomena.
In the past year or so, we have seen a new variation of domain squatting that involves using free
hosting such as Google’s Blogspot or Wordpress and combines brand name discount code, voucher
code or coupon code or variations of these keywords within the site’s title.
This is an effective method because these sites rank easily and typically prominently in search
engines. Additional activity the compliance team has noticed a marked increase in over the past year
includes the use of misspelt domains and scraped content from legitimate sites, alongside a spate of
publishers exploiting free web based email.
Affiliate marketing as a performance catch-all is always exposed to new ways of driving traffic to
advertisers. It is a channel that makes it relatively easy for anyone with a convincing story to access
many of the UK’s leading brands.
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Advertisers will require more robust quality processes
in an ever fragmenting market. They will push for
additional transparency and visibility on promotional
methods employed by affiliates, and networks need to
embrace a spirit of openness, recognising that such
interrogation will help foster trust and future
investment.
Similarly advertisers need to appreciate that such
services are expensive and there is an associated cost
that has to be borne by someone. Affiliate Window
assumes this financial burden and for us this is an
ongoing six figure investment.
Hopefully 2015 will usher a new era of robust and
vigorous network quality. This is in more hope than
expectation but there needs to be a wider
acknowledgment that in doing so the industry insulates itself from commission erosion and offers
the best chance of ongoing investment.
Affiliate Window employs paid search monitoring, real time fraud detection tools and the
industry’s only automated adware and spyware technology. We also publish monthly compliance
reports. In 2013 we created the channel’s only compliance blog, with a whitepaper launched
earlier this year. Additional content can be found via the company Wiki.
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The compliance voice
David Naffziger, CEO, BrandVerity
We are seeing several shifts in affiliate techniques that we expect to accelerate over the next
year. Black hat affiliates are increasingly spreading their activities over multiple accounts, each
with entirely independent personas. It was relatively common in the past to find an affiliate
conducting their abuse from a single account, but they are increasingly using multiple network
accounts or subaffiliate programs to reduce the visibility of any single account. In fact, we
continue to see affiliates using the lower transparency of subaffiliate programs to make
themselves harder to find.
Retailers are finding that they need to take a more comprehensive approach to partner
compliance. This is being driven by a number of trends, the most notable of which has been a
shift in business model for some trademark bidders. The bidders are still running ads, however
they are using comparison shopping engine feeds to monetise their brand traffic as opposed to
affiliate links. In our experience, this also shifts the responsibility for contractual enforcement to a
different person in the retailer's organisation who is less aware of techniques and tactics that
have become common in the affiliate channel.
And finally, we are seeing an increased focus on mobile marketing methods by both compliant
and non-compliant affiliates. We are seeing affiliates running pay per call campaigns exclusively in
mobile ads on branded keywords. This type of abuse is often over looked by retailers and at the
moment offers even less transparency than link-based tracking methods.
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5. The risk of industry regulation and the importance of
maintaining standards
An interesting phenomenon over the past two or three years has been the encroachment of external
regulation into the digital eco-system. This is unsurprising: as any industry burgeons in size so the
chances of scrutiny by those outside it increase. With heightened consumer awareness of products
and services offered, it’s unsurprising that some affiliate models have found themselves under the
spotlight.
The telecoms industry reacted swiftly a couple of years ago to tackle the perceived consumer issues
caused by how product and price information was displayed on comparators’ sites as identified by
Ofcom, and similarly we see additional pressures on the finance sector as we head into 2015.
With the forming of a body that represents industry regulators, it is inevitable that they will start
working more collaboratively to understand common consumer concerns and issues across multiple
sectors. In 2015 we should expect more coordinated initiatives, where previously they were isolated
investigations or policy decisions from individual regulators. The details of the UK Regulators’
Network can be found here.
One obvious manifestation of the financial impact on affiliate marketing by regulators is in the gas
and energy sector. In 2013 Ofgem, as part of their ongoing Retail Market Review designed to offer
clearer and fairer consumer choice, ruled that cashback would no longer be permissible as a
consumer incentive.
Whilst a longer term outcome (with a possible future reversal of the ruling) is pending, this is a stark
indication of how we need to continue to professionalise as an industry, anticipating risk and
engaging with policy makers at the earliest opportunity. The move by Ofegm represents, at present,
revenue removed from the channel.
It also illustrates how the self-regulatory framework that the affiliate industry has created via the
Internet Advertising Bureau is both vital and needs to continuously reinvent itself as the general
digital marketing landscape changes.
A robust self-regulatory framework should ensure exponents of affiliate marketing stand a good
chance of shaping the agenda and heading off onerous external interference. This is intrinsically
linked to the potential longer term impact on both transaction volumes and the associated cost to
deliver those sales.
As gatekeepers to the industry, affiliate networks will need to continue investment in identifying and
responding to potential threats. The ongoing lobbying of Ofgem by several affiliate networks and the
cashback sector has temporarily led to a tacit amnesty on cash rewards within the channel on energy
products. There will be an expectation for networks to continue investing time and resource in
liaising with external bodies both nationally and internationally as more general concerns, including
data privacy, come to the fore.
Whilst not the most scintillating of topics, anticipating and responding to regulation is about
protecting income rather than looking at new areas for growth.
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With few areas of affiliate marketing regulated beyond
general Advertising Standards Agency guidelines there
is nothing to suggest that certain powerful consumer
sites in the cashback and voucher code sectors won’t
have to be increasingly accountable for how they
present consumer offers and guarantees around service
and payments.
There is nothing at present to suggest this will happen
but Ofgem’s quest to understand the role of
‘incentivised’ traffic in how consumers take out energy
services offers an indication of a wider recognition of
their increasing importance.
Looking even wider we can expect further
developments from Europe as the new data privacy
laws are fleshed out and formulated.
Several years in discussion, 2015 will answer many of
the questions we have about the potential impact for
the digital industries across Europe. At present we still
don’t know whether the law will be a strictly enforced
Regulation or whether it will take the form of a
Directive, the difference being the degree of flexibility
member states have in how they interpret the laws
For a brief summary of the data privacy changes and
what they could mean, the IAB has provided a synopsis
here.
There is often a feeling that we can sometimes be
powerless to effect change and influence external
regulators, but we’ve always been of the opinion that is
better for us to regulate ourselves rather than have
bodies who don’t understand our industry as well as we
do, doing it for us. Longer term this is unlikely to be
sufficient, but if we can demonstrate we’ve already had
the discussion and put in place some provisos, then it is
likely to be viewed far more favourably.



You can read more about the work of the Affiliate
Marketing Council here
You can access the current set of standards and
best practice guides here

The industry voice
Clare O’Brien, Senior Industry
Programmes Manager, IAB
It’s impossible to have missed the fact that
Native Advertising and all things content
marketing are suddenly top of the marketing
discussion agenda.
Affiliate Marketing has been exploiting
content-based advertising for ever… from
content sites built by bloggers and full scale
publishing operations, to super affiliate
platforms.
I fully expected this industry to be a louder
and more visible part of the discussion.
Earlier this year at the IAB, we set up the
Content & Native Working Group. This new
working group is made up of traditional and
digital publishers (eg, The Guardian, Google /
YouTube etc.), Ad Agencies, brands and
AdTech companies.
But what astonishes me is the lack of
conversation within this industry.
At one end of the spectrum, compelling
original content produced by specialist
bloggers or editorial teams is increasingly
attractive to marketers keen to tap into the
depth of engagement produced when people
consume authentic, quality content online.
At the other end of the spectrum high
volume traffic sites & services such as
vouchers, Cashback and comparison
aggregators provide attractive content-based
alternatives for brands
Advertisers are making big investments in
content creation or in partnerships with
traffic generating content sites
experimenting with sponsorship, UGC, social,
exclusive offers, vouchers… This is an
invigorating and exciting period of discovery
where the rules are only just beginning to be
thought about.
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6. Demonstrating affiliate value through data
One area the industry is shifting towards, albeit in a patchy way, is in embracing data and working to
showcase the value delivered by individual affiliates and the type of traffic most prevalent in the
channel.
Certain advertisers have a history of this, having run general and more specific data insight pieces to
try to understand the value of the main affiliates and affiliate types on their programmes. Where this
can fall down is in shaping this into something tangible that can be rolled out for the ongoing
management of the programmes.
The data projects carried out by advertisers to date have largely been for their peace of mind and
internal distribution rather than as a tool to generate individual marketing plans. If an individual
affiliate’s traffic is performing below the programme average the reasons for this need to be
explored and an optimisation strategy should be employed. Similarly those over-indexing should be
looking to charge a premium. This isn’t rocket science but has remained remarkably elusive to date.
Greater consideration will need to be given about how this information is tracked and reported back
to affiliates so they can continue to act as true strategic partners.
We are currently embarking on data projects with a range of advertisers from different sectors
including one in travel that passes us up to 18 data parameters for every sale they record. This
enables us to import the information into our business intelligence tool and cross reference
numerous data points to understand their affiliate traffic better.
Let’s consider how that might be used. If the hotel chain has distressed inventory and can easily pull
the information needed about which affiliates have the ability to target those areas or types of
customers likely to book (or spend big) in those areas, then this should be a natural set of levers
available to the account handlers.
Central to the
whole discussion is
the availability of
data. Underpinning
everything is how
datasets can be
extracted and
plugged into
others. In doing so
additional insights
emerge.
Let’s think of it
another way.
Touching on a
point we made
earlier, traditionally we’ve thought of affiliate reporting in quite a fixed way: you log in to an affiliate
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interface and pull a fixed set of reports based on typically quite easily measurable metrics (total
revenue, clicks, impressions etc.).
Fast forward to the affiliate programme of 2015. We shouldn’t be limited by what any one company
says are the limitations of data, we need to approach from the other way around, focusing on the
data we need to make better choices.
We also need to recognise that value rather than volume is a deciding factor in how many
advertisers are choosing to run their affiliate programmes now. In our recent Performance
Marketing Insights presentation we reflected on
how the first is relatively measurable, the second
less tangible. This presents a natural challenge to
networks who have to defend the former with
greater insights into the latter.
The easiest visual representation is an iceberg:
think of your current affiliate data as being the
section above the waterline, the current reporting
interface you use for example. The majority of your data sits below the surface. This is the area that,
when connected with the section above, provides clarity and enables us all to make better decisions.
Affiliate Window has invested heavily in business intelligence tools over the past couple of years and
we have only just scratched the surface in terms of what it is capable of telling us. Recently we used
it to produce click path and cookie overwriting insights for ten affiliates who were concerned about
the impact of voucher code and incentive sites on their traffic. This helps open up a wider discussion
about affiliates’ wider contribution in the path to purchase. Previously networks and other third
parties have been pretty parlous in sharing this information. It is no means definitive in answering
questions about fairer or more proportionate rewards but certainly acts as the starting point for a
more informed discussion.
Similarly we know many British retailers are looking overseas for future growth. Pulling cross border
data into a BI tool facilitates the data we need much more speedily than tasking the development
team with iterating a new dashboard.
This new approach to data is fundamental and far-reaching. The affiliate dashboard of the future will
be dynamic, real-time and full of rich customer data. It will be bespoke and based on individual
clients’ requirements. Networks are slowly waking up to this realisation. Expect to see much more
on this subject in the coming years.
Ultimately data is the fuel that should drive insight and practical programme enhancements. We
believe it will become a much more central part of affiliate campaigns with our business insight and
strategy teams working in conjunction with account managers to develop more informed choices
and therefore guidance.
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7. An end to false dawns: new commercial models emerge
At the start of this whitepaper we stated we wanted to avoid some of the more clichéd and tired
topics that are wheeled out and regurgitated on a loop. There’s no point endlessly discussing
something if there is nothing tangible or concrete to back them or build upon. For example there is
no attribution section because the affiliate industry can’t solve the attribution debate and shouldn’t
try to.
Taking this point further, we need to stop navel gazing and recognise our conversations need to start
on a multi-channel level: how does affiliate fit within the wider digital mix? We should be
concentrating our efforts into this discussion.
Let’s consider an example.
This graph represents one of
our retailer’s affiliate
contributions to their total
online sales. It shows 56% of
affiliate interactions (the
orange 10% segment) did not
generate any revenue for
affiliates.
Let’s consider the yellow
segment, the 8% of sales that
were credited to affiliates and rewarded on a last click CPA metric. If we dig deeper the numbers
show that 92% of this 8% are single affiliate interaction, last click affiliate sales: this equates to one
in 156 of the total online sales for this retailer. For an advertiser with limited time and resource,
surely the conversation about their affiliate programme needs to be about the 56% of interactions
that leave the affiliate with no financial credit?
And that is why there is no specific, overreaching section on affiliate attribution. That isn’t to say
certain affiliates don’t lose considerably. When dealing with thousands of affiliates there will be
those who find much of their traffic overwritten by others and again this is where the data is critical
because delving deeper we see price comparison sites and other specific affiliates whose traffic is
clearly behaving differently. There is a case to be made that the channel does not serve these traffic
sources well.
With that in mind, Affiliate Window has spent much of 2014 understanding influence, or assist,
traffic: clicks and impressions that in some way help stimulate a sale, but do not necessarily close it.
Let’s be clear, these are still click measurements and clicks aren’t necessarily a good indicator of
value. They acknowledge an intent but don’t offer much insight into (for example) the type of
customer clicking. But we have to start somewhere and as a network that can pass that data back to
both affiliates and advertisers, it’s important we share this information.
So what do we capture? Well within the network we obviously collect all affiliate data within a path
to purchase. This isn’t necessarily the definitive path to purchase because if other channels are
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involved at some point, historically, we don’t typically see that. But we can offer a partial picture.
And that picture differs for all affiliates. There are some broad trends: voucher sites typically
overwrite each other, cashback and loyalty are least likely to be single affiliate interaction and price
comparison are premised more towards the start of the purchase cycle, but we must remember that
affiliate encompasses all conceivable forms of online traffic and therefore we see a diverse picture
that is not easy to generalise about.
Let’s look at how we’ve visualised some of that data so far.

In the above example we’ve taken all the sale active affiliates and ordered them according to their
share of sale influence. In other words, number of sales they were involved in that they converted.
Now if we know that the average is typically between 80 and 90 per cent, we can start to analyse
why these affiliates are performing so poorly. This obviously isn’t a reflection of the quality of their
traffic but is saying something about how they’re aiding but not claiming commissions.
So what could we do in this instance? Could we provide assist ‘top ups’, commissions that reflect the
value offered but a system that doesn’t require us to break the CPA mechanism? It’s something our
clients are interested in when we discuss it with them. Essentially that’s the role many tenancies play
at the moment, but this potentially takes it one step further on the road to more sophisticated
commission modelling.
This is just one example of how we’re starting to discuss new commission structures. It’s not the
most scientific structure but layered with additional metrics (page views, latency etc.) it starts to
come alive. For Affiliate Window 2015 marks a potential watershed. We are already starting to share
far more granular data to affiliates to enable them to have more informed discussions with
advertisers. We’re at the start of this journey and we need to offer alternative payment systems. We
don’t believe the last click CPA model is broken but, from a more generalist digital approach, we
need to acknowledge it serves some parts of the industry poorly.
There are however still some missing pieces of the puzzle.
With the emergence of mobile devices as a significant driver of both interest and revenue (more on
this later), so the channel will need to understand how affiliates play a part in how consumers are
interacting with different platforms.
Networks also need visibility across multi-channel as well. In getting this data so affiliates and
advertisers will be able to understand how affiliate traffic both impacts and is impacted by other
digital disciplines and what that looks like across tablet, handsets and desktops. We are doing some
exciting things in this space and this should form an important part of affiliate marketers 2015 plans.
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The advertiser voice
Caroline Mulvihill, Head of Affiliates, BT
There is an increasing requirement for media to be more accountable for its results and therefore
I think this is spawning a blurring of where more traditional media ends and affiliate starts.
A great example of this is where traditional publishers are offering display on a CPA basis and also
technology providers are also more willing to work on CPA. I'm struggling sometimes to know
where things should sit because of this.
Within BT we have always been defined as activity primarily delivered through third parties on a
CPA basis, but if you have the Mirror Group (for example) approaching you with Display on a CPA
basis that presents a grey area. Equally I have had tech companies offering retargeting
technologies on a CPA.
I also wonder how the growth of programmatic will start to filter into traditional comparison sites
who tend to sell inventory as part of tenancies. Could this usher in a lucrative new era of
additional separate revenue streams?
As the industry matures and advertisers get better at affiliate marketing, so that means are
competitors are too. Inevitably this makes me concerned that fierce competition could drive CPAs
upwards.

8. Incentivised traffic: friend or foe?
Incentivisation (typically any activity that incentivises the consumer to transact) is now an
established and hugely important part of the affiliate channel, but with volume comes scrutiny, and
advertisers (as well as affiliates) will demand more empirical evidence about the value it delivers.
There is little doubt that cashback, loyalty, reward and voucher sites will continue to thrive in 2015,
especially in a multi-channel and multi-device world where they offer advertisers the opportunity to
align their products and services with consumers at different points in the purchase cycle based on a
suite of promotional tools, but the channel will need to demonstrate value alongside the inevitable
volume they deliver.
We have started to see some of the major players in the space attempting to do this but there is
more for us all to do.
Many advertisers are faced with multiple dilemmas when working with this area of the industry.
They are for many the obvious levers to drive additional sales when needed. Using sector
benchmarking data, for example, we can see the impact of an exclusive code or cashback rate on an
advertiser’s sale and traffic market share, but this needs to be weighed against a number of factors.
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Impact on the general affiliate campaign, other channels, brand equity, perception of discounting
not to mention the return on investment are all considerations that advertisers will need to think
about.
Affiliates are aware of this and in 2015 it is hoped they will demand more data from advertisers to
layer with their own in order to better profile customers delivered. Returning to the earlier point on
volume versus value, the two aren’t mutually exclusive but only shared data can help deliver them.
Affiliates too need to recognise that better targeted traffic and deeper insights allow them to charge
a premium.
As the industry matures there is an extra layer of granularity to also consider. Affiliates have
emerged as brands in their own right, multi-channel retail destinations. They mirror many
advertisers’ efforts to tap into consumers at every stage of the purchase cycle. Let’s consider a user
journey in which a customer accesses an affiliate’s best deals early in the week via an email on their
phone. They then return to the desktop site at work, browsing other deals. Or perhaps they forget
about the email but something prompts the customer at the weekend when they’re out shopping
and they access the affiliate’s mobile site or indeed mobile app, potentially redeeming a code instore upon completing their purchase.
It is becoming increasingly common for affiliates to now offer an ‘optimised’ experience from the
start to the finish of the consumer journey so where does that leave us in wanting to accurately
reward the value they deliver throughout the chain? Clearly they’re influencing more widely and
across more devices than ever before. They offer advertisers a powerful suite of tools and
technology to target customers. Advertisers will demand more controls and perhaps this depends on
technical solutions that will help professionalise the greyer areas of the channel. Collectively we
need to get better and smarter at understanding how that manifests itself.

9. 2015 will NOT be the year of mobile
How many conferences have you attended where the presenter makes (what they think) is a witty
joke about how everyone states that THIS will be the year of mobile?
Well we can confidently say that 2015 won’t be the year of mobile because there never was one and
never will be. There are devices and there is connectivity and we need to start thinking about how
consumers interact with all of them, whether it’s via a smartphone, games console, tablet, laptop,
PC, connected TV or via some other piece of tech.
That’s not to say that understanding traffic that flows through certain mobile devices isn’t
important. More that it’s time to stop thinking of it as something alien. Consumers today are fearless
when it comes to new technology adoption; the widely shared graph of how long it took various
platforms and devices to reach mass market penetration is a perfect indicator of that.
We need to consider that for late internet adopting countries they have only really encountered
‘online’ via portable devices: mobile is the norm and always has been.
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At Affiliate Window we’ve been tracking the flow of traffic and sales migration to additional
platforms for the past four years.
This graph illustrates sales growth via tablets and smartphones since the beginning of 2011:
As we approach 2015 more than one in six
sales are being driven by smartphones,
collectively more than one in three via
handsets and tablets: there is no doubt that
customer journeys are becoming increasingly
non-linear and complex.
Delving deeper into the data driven by such
devices we can see additional trends,
underlining how consumer behaviour is
changing and how this impacts the channel.
Let’s consider some of these additional insights.
Traffic via smartphones and tablets is booming. As we publish this whitepaper we are on the verge
of these devices exceeding more traditional sources such as laptops and PCs by volume of clicks for
the first time.
That represents a watershed moment, focusing the mind and requiring us to think about the
thousands of affiliates on the network, not only to understand how they are developing their
propositions for new and emerging devices, but also so we can ensure we acknowledge and
appreciate the impact of these shifts.
Take traffic trends for example. We know that smartphone and tablet sales and interest peaks at
weekends. This is logical. But what is the impact for us, our clients and our sales? Let’s consider the
extra insight that, while we know when weekly and seasonal spikes are likely to occur, conversion
also rates drop. So can we naturally conclude that affiliates are more likely to act as influencers than
converters during on these days when compared to others?
If we accept this is the
case what does that
mean for the last click
CPA model? Can we say
it works more
effectively during the
week but less so at the
weekend? And if so do
we need to consider
alternative payment
models for mobile
traffic?

These are questions we still don’t have enough data to answer yet will be necessary to fully
appreciate affiliate contribution and what the ramification that may have for payment.
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There is a feeling that mobile presents a whole new world of opportunity, one that has not been
properly explained or contextualised.
To a degree this is true and there is no doubt the industry will have to offer greater visibility in 2015.
The main problem at present is there is not a huge amount to say about mobile. We know tablet
behaviour is far more akin to a typical desktop experience (the majority of usage is in the home for
example) and therefore there are fewer differentiators.
Where the obvious divergence occurs is on smartphones. Taking a look at volume driving affiliates
and the percentage of sales they currently drive by handsets, we see an almost completely different
list of names than we’ve been typically used to.
It’s true the major affiliates you would expect appear on any smartphone list by volume of sales, but,
despite their multi-channel approach, they index broadly in line with affiliates in general on mobile.
Some patterns emerge of the affiliates driving a majority of their sales via smartphones:
commoditised and low value products, time sensitive offers and ticketing all perform well on
smartphones from a sales perspective. Traffic wise travel pulls in significant volumes of clicks but
falls down on conversion. Affiliates targeting these converting niches are naturally likely to do better.
But there are still few large affiliates who have built smartphone sources of traffic. We see plenty of
potential and hopefully 2015 will see a handful of these breaking out of the middle tier to compete
with the major players.
Fashion and travel both offer significant opportunities. This list of Affiliate Window’s current top 20
mobile ‘champions’ in the affiliate space shows the brands who are winning on the mobile front.
Understanding what they are doing (and what their competitors aren’t) should help inform strategy
into 2015.
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With iBeacon technology and huge smartphone investment from advertisers in these sectors the
groundwork has been set. Let’s make 2015 the year we bring mobile to life in the affiliate channel.

The industry voice
Chris Johnson, Content Director, PerformanceIn
We're fully immersed in a technology boom at present from the launch (and importantly
adoption) of iBeacons, NFC, wearables and contactless payments.
These new technologies are helping to close the loop between online and offline and are being
dubbed 'retail enablers'. The iPhone 6 with NFC (once activated) will reinvigorate the mobile
wallets and contactless payment industry that has been waiting in the wings for many years
dreaming of mass consumer uptake and a cashless society.
iBeacons could effectively see a host of new and serious players enter the publisher demographic.
Should shopping centres, malls and high streets install iBeacon connectivity they could in theory
become some of the largest performance marketers by targeting consumers on their 'turf' into
stores and encouraging spend.
Or - perhaps these shopping centres, malls and high streets will install iBeacons and then rent
exclusive usage to businesses on a week-by-week or tenancy basis. This could see big brand
publishers with a large mobile app database use these networks for their own performance gains.

The affiliate voice
Julia Stent, Commercial Director, Top10.com
It'll come as no surprise to most that mobile will be a fundamental part of affiliate strategies in
2015. This may be particularly problematic for an affiliate referral model - that jarring experience
when a customer clicks from an affiliate mobile site or app to a completely different advertiser
site to complete a purchase that potentially isn't optimised for mobile. Conversion rates have
been proven to be as little as one hundredth of what would normally be experienced on a
desktop, which can make marketing to an optimised ROI unachievable. Affiliates are faced with
the challenge of how to adapt to this trend or effectively lose the opportunity with this traffic.
I believe a key trend within 2015 will be affiliates adapting the referral model to their needs in
order to compensate for this. This could include varying payment models, cross-device tracking
initiatives, driving to telesales or even taking the transaction themselves on behalf of an
advertiser. The latter of these presents a host of challenges that need to be overcome; in industry
attitude, advertiser barriers, technical hurdles and data protection regulations. As well as
meaning that affiliates need to think differently, I would suggest this also throws the gauntlet
down to agencies and networks to prove their role within this process. There is huge space to
create systems to help publishers to work in this way by educating advertisers and then assisting
in overcoming technical and regulatory barriers, particularly regarding payment.
Whoever makes the first move has a lot to gain.
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10. Fitting all the pieces together
It seems appropriate to end this whitepaper with a 2015 trend that ties a number of the previous
strands together but also offers a real vision into something that has the potential to fundamentally
disrupt the industry.
If you read Julia Stent’s comments on the previous page there is a clear message in what she has to
say. We’re on the cusp of a whole new world of affiliate marketing if we choose to embrace and
invest in it. This will impact everything we do from tracking to commercial models to promotional
opportunities.
Previously much of the insight any of us who work in the industry has produced has been limited by
access to partial or incomplete data. For us one of the clearest manifestations of this has been in our
inability to track sales across devices.
We mentioned earlier in this document that customer journeys are becoming increasingly nonlinear. As consumers switch between phone, tablet, desktop and laptop so the importance of
stitching that path together to reward channels appropriately for their contribution takes on
heightened importance.
2015 will be the year that we finally grapple with cross-device tracking and reporting in the affiliate
channel.
This is a project Affiliate Window has been working on for over a year now and 2015 will see us take
our offering to market.
Let’s consider some of the reasons for wanting to do so. At present an affiliate ad on one device
cannot be traced for influence or contribution onto another. Not only are sales lost but we have a
partial picture of the sales’ journey. For five years Affiliate Window has been publishing click path
analysis but it’s always been caveated by the inability to track across platforms.
The ability to track these journeys will also bring to life the contribution ‘influencer’ affiliates have on
advertisers’ sales. This fits neatly into the desire for the aforementioned ‘assist’ metric that could
potentially reward early funnel affiliates who lose out in last click CPA models.
What about cookie periods? Let’s consider Julia’s business. Top10.com as a travel affiliate know that
they’re often dealing with consumers who will research their booking, potentially at length, before
purchasing. This whole process could take weeks with their users consulting multiple sources across
multiple platforms.
Typically, at present, using the data available to us, we conclude that the majority of affiliate sales
convert with hours. This has always seemed a little at odds with what we read elsewhere from
outside the channel about click to sale conversion windows, so could cross-device tracking and
reporting expose that we’ve been under valuing cookie periods? And if that’s the case do we need to
consider extending them to take account of increased visibility on paths to purchase?
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Affiliate Window last month presented some early findings on our cross-device initiative. We found
that around 30% of affiliate sales are cross-device. In other words these sales involve more than one
platform, be it a smartphone and tablet, laptop and tablet or indeed two devices of the same type.

Expanding on the click to sale point, we looked at a handful of consumer journeys to see what
periods of time elapse between clicks. As you can see there were two affiliates involved (Publisher A
and Publisher B) and the sale tracked across three devices with four days between first and second
click and then another four days between second and third click.
Previously we may not have captured this insight so wouldn’t have understood the eight day lag
time to conversion.

Publisher A
28/09/2014

1st Click

Publisher B
02/10/2014

2nd Click

Publisher B
06/10/2014

3rd Click
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So do we have a watershed moment? Probably not yet. Stitching the data together is complex and
new reports will need to be created and analysis carried out to appreciate its full potential.
What is clear however is that affiliate data is converging in a way we’ve never seen before. We stand
on the verge of something revolutionary for our industry, but the point is that convergence can only
happen if there is collective will to do so.
Networks can create the tools and provide the insight to a degree. They will only survive if they
innovate and invest in the disruptive technologies that are revolutionising how consumers transact
online. But the picture is only complete when advertisers and affiliates step up to the plate and
contribute extra layers of qualitative data to ensure we have a much clearer view of how affiliate
marketing fits within the wider digital mix. Then we secure the future and our rightful place at the
top table.
That should be our vision for 2015.
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